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ABSTRACT 

Vertical mismatching or mis-steering of the beam at the injection point of the pulse 

stretcher ring leads to an emittance growth of the extracted beam with respect to the 

injected beam. A mismatched beam shows up as a modulation of the vertical size of the 

beam from turn to turn, while a mis-steered beam results in a modulation of the vertical 

position of the beam centroid. Simulations indicate that a fast beam prof:tle monitor would 

be useful to detect and diagnose the conditions of beam mismatching and mis-steering. 

The spatial resolution of the monitor must be about 100 JJ.m to detect beam mis-steering 

and about 200 JJ.m to detect beam mismatching in order to keep the emittance growth 

below 20%. The monitor must be capable of observing the first four turns of the beam in 

the ring to allow detection of non-optimal conditions at injection. 

The fast beam profile monitor is a high speed, high resolution SIT Vidicon camera. 

The fast camera is triggered by a solid state modulator to meet space restrictions, as well 

as gate pulse requirements, of the monitoring system. The camera utilizes optics which 

give it a field of view of 1 cm2 at a distance of2.84 meters. Theoretical limitations on the 

resolution of the fast camera are discussed, as are expected beam behavior for various 

conditions of beam mismatching prior to, and mis-steering in, the injection line. 

The synchrotron light fast camera works well; the resolution attained is near the theo

retical limits calculated. While the resolution limits were not measured rigorously, tests 

with the camera indicated the 100 JJ.m resolution requirement was achieved. 
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction to EROS 

Successful operation of the pulse-stretcher ring at the Saskatchewan Accelerator 

Laboratory relies heavily on an understanding of the theoretical principles behind such a 

machine. Since no machine in practice behaves exactly as it should in theory, monitors 

must exist to detect any errant conditions so they can be rectified. The synchrotron light 

fast camera is a non-intercepting beam monitor which was designed for the detection of 

two specific problems, but has applications in many other areas of operation as well. 

The fast camera was specifically designed to monitor and detect the electron beam in 

the ring on a tum-by-turn basis in order to diagnose the conditions of beam mis-steering 

and mismatching in the vertical plane at injection 1. These conditions translate directly 

into a growth in the vertical emittance of the beam extracted from the ring with respect to 

the vertical emittance of the injected beam. A monitor with a spatial resolution of 100 to 

150 J.l.m can keep this emittance growth below 20%. 

The Electron Ring of Saskatchewan, or EROS, has successfully been operated over a 

range of energies from 118 to 293 MeV 2• Its primary function is in the pulse stretcher 

mode of operation, where the beam injected into the ring is slowly extracted in the time 

between the injected pulses. This serves to increase the duty factor of the electron beam 

from the linear accelerator from only 0.036% to 100% (ideally). To date, duty factors 

greater than 50% have been achieved at all operating energies. The secondary function 

of the ring is to operate as a storage ring, in which a single linac pulse of electrons is 

injected into the ring and allowed to circulate without being extracted. This mode of oper

ation is used when performing measurements of the ring parameters, synchrotron light 

studies, or internal target studies. Although most of the ring parameters are initially set 

very near their theoretical values, optimization of the ring settings requires an on-line 
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monitoring system to provide feedback when fine tuning the various elements. One part 

of the non-intercepting beam profile monitoring system is the synchrotron light fast 

camera. 

The purpose of the fast camera is to furnish a means of detecting any non-optimal 

parameters of the beam injected into the ring. For example, the transverse phase space of 

the electron beam from the linac must be properly adjusted with respect to the transverse 

phase space of the ring. Although the horizontal phase space of the injected beam is not 

matched to the ring, its parameters must be adjusted to optimize the duty factor of the 

extracted beam. Any mismatch of the vertical phase space of the beam to the vertical 

phase space of the ring will lead to an increase in the vertical emittance of the extracted 

beam with respect to the injected beam. Any vertical mis-steering in the injection line will 

also result in an increase of the vertical emittance of the extracted beam. Although the 

fast camera will not be used to measure the horizontal parameters of the injected beam, it 

will very easily diagnose and differentiate the problems of vertical phase space mismatch 

and vertical mis-steering in the injection line. 

Ordinary video cameras are installed at seven synchrotron light ports in the pulse 

stretcher ring, or PSR. These cameras are used to visually monitor the beam to detect any 

changes in the brightness of the synchrotron light over several thousand turns. The 

camera capable of monitoring individual turns of the beam in the ring is called a fast 

camera because of its extremely fast snapshot capabilities, and also simply to differentiate 

it from the rest of the cameras. The synchrotron light fast camera prototype has an elec

trostatic shutter (which can be varied from 360 ns to almost 1000 ns) and is synchronized 

to the gun trigger with a variable delay. By adjusting the fast camera shutter width and 

the variable delay, from one to three consecutive turns of beam in the ring are observed 
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for ea,ch injected pulse. The high resolving power of the fast camera allows the observa

tion of small deviations of the orbit of the electron beam or changes in the cross sectional 

size of the beam from turn to turn. 

1.2 Phase Space 
The standard way of dealing with the motion of an electron beam in a circular machine 

is to describe the motion of the beam in terms of its phase space. The theoretical basis 

for the motion of an electron beam as it passes through a storage ring is found in several 

of the references3-9, so this information will not be repeated here. Instead, a very brief 

description of the concept will be presented in an effort. to facilitate an understanding of 

the principles as they pertain to the fast camera. 

1.2.1 Co-ordinate System of EROS 

The positive z-direction of the co-ordinate system is defined as the direction of 

motion of the ideal reference particle along the closed orbit of the machine. The closed 

orbit of the machine is the orbit which closes on itself in one revolution and is theoretically 

defined by the PSR dipole magnets to zeroth order. The distance the particle moves along 

this orbit is given by the path length, s. The positive y-direction is defined as vertically 

upward, and the positive x-direction is horizontal and to the left when looking in the direc

tion of motion of the particle, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Co-ordinate system of EROS 
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These descriptions complete a right handed, curvilinear co-ordinate system. While 

horizontal and vertical excursions from the closed orbit are given by x and y, angular devi

ations from the closed orbit (horizontally and vertically) are defined as x' = dx/dz = 

dx/ds and y' = dy/dz = dy/ds. The plots of y' _yu and x' ..Yll together make up the 

transverse phase space planes of the system. 

The actual motion of particles on and around the closed orbit of the ring is constrained 

by the restoring forces of the quadrupole fields in the system, or the frrst order optics of 

the system. Based on these constraints, the motion of the particles is described by 
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2 ' '2 A 
yX +2aXX +~X = e =-

1t 
(1) 

where a, p, and 'Y define the shape of the machine phase space ellipse on which the parti-

cles move. The area of the ellipse is given by A, the emittance is £, and X and X' are the 

position and angle with respect to one of the transverse planes. As the particles move 

through the system, the shape and orientation of the machine ellipse changes, although the 

area of the ellipse is conseiVed, according to Liouville's theorem. In the description of 

the machine ellipse, a, p, and 'Y are called the Twiss parameters. The Twiss parameters 

of the beam ellipse at the injection point must be adjusted to appropriate (but not neces

sarily equal) values corresponding to the machine ellipse at this position. 

1.3 Vertical Emittance Growth 

1.3.1 Vertical Phase Space Mismatch 

Once the electron beam has been injected into the ring, each particle of the beam is 

constrained to move on its own machine ellipse. All the particles move on similar 

machine ellipses which differ only in size. In the vertical plane, it is desirable to set the 

Twiss parameters of the beam equal to the Twiss parameters of the machine at the injec

tion point. By doing so, the beam is constrained to the smallest possible machine ellipse. 

If the beam Twiss parameters are not properly matched to the injection point Twiss 

matrix, the beam ellipse effectively just rotates inside the machine ellipse as it circulates 

through the system. The instantaneous area of the beam remains unchanged, but the 

projection of the beam ellipse onto the y axis does change. Since the extraction of the 

electron beam occurs over thousands of turns, the average vertical size of the extracted 

beam is the maximum extent of the machine ellipse. The effective increase in the vertical 

emittance of the extracted beam with respect to the injected beam is called an emittance 

growth. A potential emittance growth shows up as a tum-by-tum modulation of the 
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vertical beam size. By observing the beam on a tum-by-turn basis for the first few turns 

after injection, a vertical mismatch of the Twiss parameters is quickly diagnosed and on

line corrections are made. 

1.3.2 Vertical Mis-steering 

Vertical mis-steering in the injection line results in an emittance growth of the 

extracted beam with respect to the injected beam. Assuming the Twiss parameters are 

correct, either an angular or displacement error in the vertical steering in the injection line 

causes the beam ellipse to occupy an area inside a much larger machine ellipse. As the 

beam circulates through the system, the size and orientation of the beam ellipse remain 

constant. Instead, the entire beam ellipse moves around inside the machine ellipse. The 

instantaneous vertical emittance of the extracted beam is the emittance of the beam 

ellipse, but it is still the time average of the vertical emittance which is imaged on the 

target. This time average of the emittance of the beam in the ring causes the vertical 

extents of the beam motion to be projected onto the target Therefore, the extracted beam 

has the emittance of the machine ellipse. For a mis-steered beam, the potential emittance 

growth shows up as a modulation of the centroid location of the beam on a turn-by-tum 

basis. Although both mis-steered and mismatched beams result in vertical emittance 

growth, the problems are easily differentiated between, and each problem requires a 

different solution. 

1.4 Horizontal Phase Space Requirements 

Although the horizontal Twiss parameters of the beam are not matched to the injec-

tion point machine parameters, they are adjusted to defmite values to optimize the process 

of extraction. The beam is purposely injected off axis horizontally and the Twiss param

eters of the beam are set so as to minimize the area between the inner and outer machine 

phase space ellipses. The minimization of the area between the two machine ellipses 

maximizes the extraction efficiency of the ring and optimizes the horizontal emittance of 

the extracted beam. 
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1.5 Phase Space Telescope 

The horizontal and vertical beam Twiss parameters are tailored to their desired values 

using the phase space telescope10, located before the 180 degree bend prior to the injec

tion point. The telescope consists of four quadrupoles separated by appropriate distances. 

The telescope is designed to allow adjustment of the Twiss parameters over a wide range 

of expected values. The Twiss parameters are measured using several monitors and algo

rithms, and the telescope is set to suitable values based on these measurements. Fine 

tuning of the telescope is performed on-line using the fast camera. 
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Chapter 2. THEORY 

2.1 Theoretical Emittance Growth 

An electron beam which is mis-steered or mismatched in the vertical plane results in 

an emittance growth of the extracted beam with respect to the emittance of the injected 

beam. While each problem of mis-steering and mismatching is unique, it can be shown 

that a single monitor at the first dipole after injection is useful for diagnosing both prob

lems. A similar monitor resolution is necessary in both cases in order to keep the emit

tance growth factor within specified limits. The following discussion is based on report 

EROS/fR/PSR/BLM/01. 

2.1.1 Vertical Mismatch 

A beam with Twiss parameters <Xo and ~o and area 1t£o at the injection point will 

accommodate itself to a machine ellipse with parameters a, ~, and area 1t£ (in the vertical 

plan~). Since the fractional tune of the ring in the vertical plane is Vy = 0.800, a mismatch 

in the vertical phase space of the beam with respect to the vertical phase space of the ring 

causes the beam ellipse to effectively rotate inside the machine ellipse until, after five 

passes through the machine, the beam ellipse returns to its original shape and orientation. 

The rotation of the beam ellipse inside the machine ellipse is occurring at all points in the 

ring, although the shape and orientation of the two ellipses generally do not match the 

injection point phase spaces. The rotation of the beam ellipse shows up on the monitors 

as a modulation of the vertical height of the beam from pass to pass. Figure 2 illustrates 

beams which are matched and mismatched to the machine phase-space. The modulation 

of the vertical size of the beam is apparent in the maximum projection of the matched and 

mismatched beam ellipses onto the y-axis. 
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Figure 2: Vertically mismatched beam phase space 
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Note that these modulations occur only for a mismatched beam. If the beam is 

perlectly matched to the ring, it will accommodate itself to a machine ellipse with area 

7t£o and the shape and orientation of the beam phase space remains that of the machine 

throughout the PSR. Unfortunately, the fmite resolution of the monitoring system used 

to measure the beam parameters at injection26 will result in some mismatch, which can 

lead to a vertical emittance growth of as much as 50%. 

The emittance growth factor of the extracted beam, also referred to as the quality 

factor, 11, is defined as the ratio of the extracted beam emittance to the emittance at injec

tion, ey/£o. This ratio must be expressed in terms of some parameters easily measured by 

a monitor, such as Ymax and Ymin, the maximum and minimum beam vertical heights as 

observed in the PSR. To simplify the derivation of the relation, it is incorrectly assumed 
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that the beam ellipse rotates smoothly inside the machine ellipse, rather than moving in 

discrete jumps. This assumption causes the estimation of the ratio to be slightly exagger

ated, as will be discussed later. 

The areas of the beam phase space ellipses do not change as the beam circulates in the 

PSR. This fact is a direct result of Liouville's Theorem, which is covered in detail in 

many of the references. Based on this property, the ratio of the extracted beam emittance 

to the injected beam emittance is expressed as 

where 

and 

flo 
b = lf 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

It can be shown that the relation between the emittance growth factor and the beam 

vertical profile is 

e Y 
11 = _Y = ~m_a_x 

eo Y . m1n 
(5) 

at any position in the PSR. Therefore, a measure of the maximum and minimum vertical 

beam extent at any convenient location in the PSR gives a direct measurement of the 

quality factor of the extracted beam. Ideally, the quality factor will equal one, but the 

finite resolution of the measuring system will lead to some inaccuracy in determining 11. 

This uncertainty in 11 is cr11 and leads to 

1 s 11 s 1 + cr
11 

(6) 
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which will exist even for a beam that is perceived to be perfectly matched to the PSR. 

The error in determining the emittance growth factor, a11 , can be related to the reso

lution of the monitoring system by 

(7) 

where a~w is defined as the _spatial resolution of the monitoring system in the vertical 

plane. By measuring the vertical beam profile at the first dipole after injection, B401, 

where the ~ function of the machine is (3y = 2.224 m, the relation between the monitor 

resolution and the error in the quality factor is 

0.335 
a11 = r;;- a ll.W 

,.;Eo 
(8) 

Therefore, for a given acceptable emittance growth factor, the necessary monitor resolu-

tion for a range of injected beam emittances is given in Table 1: 

Table 1: Monitor resolution with a mismatched beam 

Monitor Resolution, a~ w [mm] 

f{) [mm-mr] 11=1.05 11=1.10 11=1.15 11=1.20 11=1.25 

0.10 0.047 0.094 0.141 0.188 0.236 
0.20 0.067 0.133 0.200 0.267 0.334 
0.30 0.082 0.163 0.245 0.327 0.408 
0.40 0.094 0.188 0.283 0.377 0.472 
0.50 0.106 0.211 0.316 0.422 0.527 
0.60 0.116 0.231 0.347 0.462 0.578 

The calculation of the emittance growth factor was based on the assumption that the 

beam ellipse rotated inside the machine ellipse in a continuous manner. Since the vertical 

tune of the machine is Vy = 0.800, the beam will actually appear to make discrete jumps 

in the machine ellipse, so the maximum and minimum beam extents may not be visible at 

all locations in the machine. This inability to measure absolutely the ratio Y max I Y min 
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puts even tighter restrictions on the resolution of the monitoring system to achieve the 

desirable quality factor. When the theoretical emittance growth factor is compared to the 

ratio of the maximum to minimum beam profiles available at B40 1 as shown in simula

tions, the first dipole after injection is seen to be a very good location for the beam 

monitor. 

2.1.2 Vertical Mis-steering 

An injected beam with Twiss parameters that are properly matched to the PSR will 

still lead to a vertical emittance growth in the extracted beam if the centroid of the beam 

ellipse does not coincide with the centroid of the PSR phase space ellipse at injection. 

That is to say, the injected beam is to be on the closed orbit of the PSR; if there exists a 

vertical displacement from the closed orbit, or a vertical angle with respect to the closed 

orbit, the extracted beam will suffer a time-averaged emittance growth. While the 

mismatched condition shows up on the monitor as a modulation of the vertical size of the 

beam, the beam remains a constant size (vertically) when mis-steering occurs. Instead, 

the emittance growth is manifested in a modulation of the centroid location (vertically) 

from tum to tum, as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Vertically mis-steered beam phase space 

2 3 

In phase space, the beam ellipse remains constant in shape and orientation. The 

centroid of the beam ellipse executes the elliptical path inside the machine ellipse while 

the two ellipses remain aligned. The instantaneous emittance of the extracted beam is the 

emittance of the injected beam, but since extraction occurs over thousands of turns, the 

extracted emittance is the time average of this wobbling instantaneous emittance which is 

the emittance of the machine ellipse. Again, the emittance growth factor is given by 

equation 5, 

(5) 
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where £y is the size of the machine ellipse and £o is the size of the beam ellipse. In this 

case, it is desirable to relate the quality factor of the extracted beam to the maximum 

excursions of the beam centroid, ± y c(max) which is observable with the monitor. 

The derivation of the relation between y c(max) and 11 is again based on the incorrect 

assumption that the motion of the beam is in a continuous and smooth manner, rather than 

in discrete steps or jumps. First order approximations of the emittance growth factor in 

terms of angular, ~«Pc, and displacement, ~Yc, errors are 

1l = 1 +2~cp ~ (9) 
c £ 

0 

and 

2~Yc J 2 
11=1+-- 1+a. y 

(10) 

where a and J3 are the machine Twiss parameters, Y is the beam size, and £o is the beam 

(or machine) emittance (since £beam= £machine for matched conditions), all evaluated in 

the vertical plane at the injection point. After some algebraic manipulations, the relation 

between the maximum centroid excursion and the quality factor of the beam is 

Yc(max) = J~eo [/tl-1] (11) 

The next step is to relate the maximum allowable error in 11 to the available monitor reso

lution. An assumption is made that the maximum centroid excursions, ± y c(max) are 

observable at dipole B401, and the validity of this statement is investigated in the simula

tions. The magnitude of the motion of the centroid is ~Yc=2 Yc(max)· The corresponding 

uncertainty in the emittance growth factor is 

(12) 
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where the spatial resolution of the synchrotron light monitor is now cr~Y' and the emit

tance growth factor is given by 

1 ~ 11 ~ 1 + cr11 (6) 

A direct comparison to the monitor resolution required for minimizing the emittance 

growth factor due to a· mismatched beam yields the result that a factor of 2 improvement 

in resolving power is necessary to diagnose mis-steering in order to achieve the same 

upper limit on 11 (Table 2). 

Table 2: Monitor resolution with a mis-steered beam 

Monitor Resolution, cr~y[mm] 

£o[mm-mr] 11=1.05 11=1.10 11=1.15 11=1.20 11=1.25 

0.10 0.024 0.047 0.071 0.094 0.118 
0.20 0.033 0.067 0.100 0.133 0.167 
0.30 0.041 0.082 0.123 0.163 0.204 
0.40 0.047 0.094 0.141 0.189 0.236 
0.50 0.053 0.105 0.158 0.211 0.264 
0.60 0.058 0.116 0.173 0.231 0.289 

It is assumed that the beam centroid moves smoothly inside the machine ellipse 

rather than in discrete jumps. For the case of a mismatched beam, this assumption leads 

to a slight under-estimation of the monitor resolution necessary to achieve a limit on the 

quality factor, but the dipole B401 was still a suitable location for the monitor. The loca-

tion of the monitor at B401 is also well suited for determining the existence of mis

steering in the injected beam, with good correlation between the beam centroid locations 

found from simulations and the theoretical emittance growth factor. These results are 

discussed in section 2.4: Computer Simulations of Emittance Growth. 
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2.2 Resolution Limitations 
Observation of the beam cross section by optical means using the synchrotron radia-

tion emitted in the dipoles is useful in that the beam is not disturbed in the measurement. 

However, it is not possible to measure this profile to an arbitrary accuracy due to the 

nature of the radiation emitted. Synchrotron radiation is emitted with a small opening 

angle, so effects due to diffraction phenomena are non-negligible11•12,13• These diffrac-

tion effects limit the resolution of measurements using optical means, and become more 

prominent at higher beam energies. In addition, the emission of the synchrotron radiation 

from a finite arc length in the bending magnet causes the resolution to be limited by depth 

of field effects as well as diffraction effects. It can be shown that the limits on resolution 

are of the same order of magnitude for each of the two effects. 

2.2.1 Diffraction Limitations 

Normal synchrotron radiation is emitted by a relativistic charged particle undergoing 

a circular motion in a constant magnetic field. It has several characteristics which make 

it very useful for many applications. The radiation is strongly polarized and is emitted 

nearly parallel to the motion of the charged particle. The intensity of the polarized compo

nent parallel to the bending plane is much greater than the component perpendicular to the 

bending plane. Therefore, to maximize the resolving power of the optical system, the 

perpendicular component is usually filtered and only the parallel component is observed. 

In a practical system, this leads to an increase in resolving power over observing both 

polarization components. 

The radiation is generally described by the critical frequency which divides the power 

spectrum into two equal areas: 

(13) 

where c is the speed of light, y is the relativistic factor ( E/moc2), and R is the radius of 

the trajectory. The critical wavelength corresponding to the critical frequency is 
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41tR 
A.c- 3J (14) 

The opening angle of the synchrotron light cone depends on both the energy of the 

particle beam and the ratio between A and A.c (where A is the observed wavelength) for a 

given bending radius. For the PSR at SAL, the bending radii of the dipoles are 1.0 meters, 

which gives a critical wavelength ranging from 4470 nm at 50 MeV to 21 nm at 300 MeV 

(Table 3). 

Table 3: Critical wavelengths 

Energy [MeV] y Ac[nm] 

50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 

98 
196 
294 
391 
489 
587 

4470 
559 
166 
70 
36 
21 

The resolution of the optical system depends on whether the observed wavelength is 

above or below the critical wavelength. Since the critical wavelength is very small for 

most energies used at the accelerator, only the case of A > A.c will be discussed. 

The resolution of a system is usually defined as the minimum distance between two 

point sources that can be distinguished by the system. The condition for the two sources 

to be just resolved is often defined by the Rayleigh criterion28• This criterion states that 

the minimum angular separation of two sources is given by the angle subtended by the 

center and the first minimum of the diffraction pattern. The actual resolution of the 

system will depend also on the methods employed to enhance and analyze the images. 

The vertical resolution of the system is found by approximating the intensity distribu

tion of the synchrotron light by a horizontal slit (whose half-aperture depends on the 

opening angle of the light cone) which is illuminated by two point sources separated by 

a distance fl.y. This gives a vertical resolution of 
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113 

!iy = [~] R 1/.lA. 2/.l (15) 

for A. ~ A. c. Assuming an observation wavelength of 500 nm gives a diffraction limitation 

on the resolution of 51 J..Lm. 

2.2.2 Depth of Field Limitations 

In optical systems, the depth of field is governed by the aperture of the system. For 

the case of imaging the synchrotron radiation, the depth of field is governed by the 

opening angle of the synchrotron light cone. As with diffraction, the case where A. > A.c 

is discussed. The extension of the image due to the length of the trajectory (or the depth 

of field) is given by 

(16) 

where rr is defined as the field-depth-limited resolution limit. The resolution due to the 

extended source, for an observed wavelength of 500 nm, is 24 J..Lm. ·The resolution limits 

for diffraction and field depth separately and together are in Table 4: 

a e . eso utton tmtt o e oottc svstem . T bl 4 R 1 . 1· . f th . al 

Observed Diffraction Field Depth Resolution 
Wavelength Limit Limit Limit 

Aobs[nm] L\y[J..Lm] rr[J..Lm] (L\y2+rr2)1/2[J..Lm] 

350 40 19 44 
400 44 21 49 
450 47 23 52 
500 51 24 56 
550 54 26 60 
600 57 27 63 
650 60 29 67 
700 64 30 71 

The two resolution limits are independent quantities, so they are not summed algebra

ically. Instead, the two limits are squared and summed and the resulting resolution limit 

is the square root of this sum. This gives a more realistic estimate of the resolution limit. 
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2.2.3 Resolving Power Summary 

As summarized in Table 4, the minimum resolution varies from 44 Jlm to 71 Jlm, 

depending on the observed wavelength. The actual resolution also depends on the band

width of the observed wavelength, as the intensity pattern observed is the sum of all the 

intensity patterns of the observed wavelengths. This in effect decreases the resolving 

power of the system, but only by a small amount The decrease is countered by the image 

enhancements and processing available on the digitized image, so the resolution limits 

calculated should be very close to what is actually obtained in practice. 

2.3 Computer Simulations of Emittance Growth 

The simulations of the mismatched and mis-steered beam conditions which lead to an 

emittance growth of the extracted beam were run with a Twiss matrix multiplication 

program called VIEWR24• This program computes the beam profile in the ring at a 

desired location on any subsequent pass after injection. The program output is the 

centroid locations and the beam extents at the specified locations. The centroid positions 

(vertically) were used to calculate the emittance growth factor for a mis-steered beam, 

while the vertical sizes of the beam were used to find the quality factor for a mismatched 

beam. The simulations were then compared to the theoretical quality factor calculated 

using previously derived relations to determine the suitability of the first dipole after 

injection for the location of the fast camera. 

2.3.1 Mismatched Beam 

In order to simplify the understanding of the mismatch conditions, each case of a. and 

~mismatch was investigated separately, with the other parameter set to its theoretical 

value. The case of a beam mismatched in ~ was investigated first. 

2.3.1.a Beta Mismatch 

The theoretical~ at injection is ~0 = 3.645 m. A mismatch in~ corresponds to an 

incorrect beam size, since 
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y = J~£0 (17) 

The range of mismatched~ values investigated were from~= 1.8225 m to 5.4675 m, or 

Y = 0. 7 4 mm to Y = 1.28 mm. These values correspond to a range of ~/~o from 0.50 to 

1.50. The results are as follows in Table 5: 

Table S: ~ -mismatch 

~ 
~ T1 T2 T3 T4 Ttobs 

'llobs 

~0 
'lltheo --

[m] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 'lltheo 

1.8225 0.50 1.030 0.776 1.147 0.625 2.221 1.835 0.83 
2.1870 0.60 0.943 0.776 1.036 0.667 1.804 1.553 0.86 
2.5515 0.70 0.885 0.781 0.955 0.707 1.511 1.351 0.89 
2.9160 0.80 0.849 0.791 0.896 0.746 1.295 1.201 0.93 
3.2805 0.90 0.829 0.804 0.852 0.782 1.130 1.090 0.96 
4.0095 1.10 0.820 0.834 0.800 0.852 1.117 1.065 0.95 
4.3740 1.20 0.827 0.850 0.786 0.885 1.235 1.126 0.91 
4.7385 1.30 0.838 0.867 0.778 0.916 1.355 1.177 0.87 
5.1030 1.40 0.853 0.884 0.776 0.947 1.476 1.220 0.83 
5.4675 1.50 0.871 0.901 0.777 0.977 1.598 1.257 0.79 

with a= ao = 0.5853 and l3o = 3.645 m. The column 'lltheo is the emittance growth calcu

lated using equations 2, 3, and 4 from the theory section, and Ttobs is the observable or 

experimental emittance growth calculated from the beam extents from VIEWR simula-

tions. 

The titles in the table are as follows: T1 to T4 specify the pass of the beam through 

dipole B401 after injection. The numbers recorded in the columns are the beam extents 

(or half the total beam height), with all the beam centroids aligned in the horizontal plane. 

This is assuming there is no mis-steering, which is dealt with separately. The simulations 

·also showed that turns 1 and 2 are separated horizontally, as are turns 3 and 4. Therefore, 

two exposures of the camera are enough to capture the frrst four turns of the beam in the 

ring. The maximum and minimum beam extents show up on turns 3 and 4, or the second 

exposure of the fast camera. Thus, ~-mismatch shows up best on the second camera expo-
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sure. The quantized motion of the beam does not allow the obseiVation of the minimum 

and maximum beam extents, or hence quality factor, but the error is only 5% for J3/J3o from 

0. 90 to 1.10 . Figures 4 and 5 are simulations of a mismatch in ~· 

4 
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Turn 1 Turn2 

,....... 

~ 
looo.ool 0 -.d 
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-4 -2 0 2 4 

Displacement [mm] 

Figure 4: Exposure 1: ~mismatch, J3=1.8225 m 
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Figure 5: Exposure 2: ~mismatch, f3=1.8225 m 

2.3.1.b Alpha Mismatch 

The case of an injected beam mismatched in a is studied next, with f3 = l3o = 3.645 m 

and a ranging from 0.0853 to 1.0853 . These values of a give a range of a- a0 = ±0.50. 

These results are shown in table 6. 
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Table 6: a- mismatch 

T1 T2 T3 T4 
11obs a a-ao 11theo 11obs --

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 11theo 

0.0853 -0.50 1.040 0.686 0.992 0.773 1.64 1.516 0.92 
0.1853 -0.40 0.989 0.712 0.949 0.782 1.49 1.389 0.93 
0.2853 -0.30 0.941 0.738 0.907 0.791 1.35 1.275 0.94 
0.3853 -0.20 0.897 0.765 0.872 0.800 1.22 1.173 0.96 
0.4853 -0.10 0.856 0.792 0.843 0.809 1.11 1.081 0.97 
0.6853 +0.10 0.789 0.846 0.807 0.827 1.11 1.072 0.97 
0.7853 +0.20 0.764_ 0.873 0.800 0.836 1.22 1.143 0.94 
0.8853 +0.30 0.745 0.900 0.801 0.845 1.35 1.208 0.89 
0.9853 +0.40 0.733 0.927 0.810 0.854 1.49 1.265 0.85 
1.0853 +0.50 0.728 0.955 0.827 0.863 1.64 1.312 0.80 

As with~ mismatch, T1 to T4 specify the maximum vertical extents of a properly 

steered beam for turns 1 to 4. The simulations again showed that two exposures are 

adequate to capture the first four turns of the beam in the ring. 

4 

-4 

-4 -2 0 2 4 

Displacement [mm] 

Figure 6: Exposure 1: a-mismatch, a=0.0853 
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However, for the case of a beam which is mismatched in a, the maximum and minimum 

beam extents show up on turns 1 and 2. Therefore, the first exposure of the camera is used 

to diagnose a mismatch. Figures 6 and 7 are simulations of a mismatch in a. 
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2 
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Figure 7: Exposure 2: a-mismatch, a.=0.0853 

In addition, it is possible to differentiate between a and p mismatch by determining 

whether the first or second exposure of the camera contains the greatest modulation of the 

beam vertical profile. Neglecting the quantized nature of the beam motion causes the 

emittance growth factor to be overestimated by 5% for 1 a - a~ ~ 0.20 
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To summarize, according to the growth factors obtained from the simulations and the 

theoretical calculations, dipole B40 1 is a good location to diagnose the mismatched beam 

conditions. Furthermore, the two separate mismatch conditions which lead to an emit

tance growth can be diagnosed, since a mismatch shows up best on the frrst camera expo

sure, and P mismatch is most obvious on the second camera exposure. 

2.3.2 Mis-steered Beam 

The c~se of a mis-steered beam is investigated with the assumption that the beam is 

properly matched in a and Pat the injection point, so the emittance growth factor arises 

solely due to either a beam with an angular error (vertically) at injection, or a vertical posi

tional error at injection. The mis-steered beam condition shows up as a modulation of the 

beam centroid position rather than the beam vertical extents, as for a mismatched beam. 

Therefore, even though the vertical beam profile is again observed, we are looking for 

vertical motions of the centroid rather than changes in the profile. 

The shifts in the centroid position from the plane of the closed orbit are given by 

Y c (max) = JPeo [/11- 1] (12) 

where the value of~ is the value in dipole B401, where~= 2.224 m. The theoretical 

growth factor can be calculated using approximations stated earlier. These theoretical 

emittance growth factors are translated to motions of the beam centroid and compared to 

various mis-steering conditions to determine the suitability ofB401 for the location of the 

fast camera to diagnose mis-steering conditions. 

2.3.2.a Angular Error 

An angular error in the vertical steering results in centroid excursions according to 

Table 7, where the columns T1 to T4 are now the vertical centroid positions rather than 

the vertical beam extents. 
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Table 7: Angular mis-steering 

~<l>c T1 T2 T3 T4 Tltheo 
~ ~ ~Yc(obs) 

Yc(theo) Yc(obs) 

[mr] (mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 
~Y c(theo) 

0.02 0.051 -0.020 -0.056 0.006 1.1394 0.110 0.107 0.97 
0.04 0.101 -0.040 -0.111 0.013 1.2789 0.214 0.212 0.99 
0.06 0.152 -0.060 -0.167 0.019 1.4183 0.312 0.319 1.02 
0.08 0.203 -0.080 -0.223 0.025 1.5577 0.405 0.426 1.05 
0.10 0.254 -0.100 -0.278 0.032 1.6971 0.495 0.532 1.07 

Only positive angular errors are tabulated because the negative errors will just cause 

all signs in the table to be changed due to the symmetric nature of the problem. The 

largest motions of the centroid occur on turns 1 and 3, where the beam centroid is shifted 

up on turn 1 and down on turn 3 for a positive angular error at injection as seen in Figures 

8 and 9. The diagnosis of an angular error at injection is best facilitated by two camera 
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Figure 8: Exposure 1: angular mis-steering, y'= 0.50 mr 
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exposures rather than just one, which makes things slightly more complicated than the 

case of diagnosing a mismatched beam condition. While B40 1 seems to be a very good 

location for the synchrotron light monitor, good stability between shots 1 and 2 is neces

sary to best remove the angular mis-steering from the injection line. 
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Figure 9: Exposure 2: angular mis-steering, y '= 0.50 mr 

A large steering error of y' = +0.50 milliradians was used in the simulations to make the 

centroid motions obvious visually. 
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2.3.2.b Positional Error 

As for the case of an angular error in the injection line, a position error is symmetric 

(vertically) and only the positive examples are discussed. The theoretical centroid excur

sions and the corresponding observable conditions are tabulated in Table 8. 

Table 8: Positional mis-steering 

~Yc(inj) T1 T2 T3 T4 
~Y c(obs) 

Tltheo ~Yc(theo) ~Yc(obs) ~y 
c (theo) 

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 

0.10 0.077 0.057 -0.063 -0.072 1.2216 0.172 0.148 0.87 
0.20 0.154 0.114 -0.125 -0.145 1.4432 0.329 0.299 0.91 
0.30 0.231 0.171 -0.188 -0.217 1.6648 0.474 0.448 0.95 
0.40 0.308 0.229 -0.251 -0.290 1.8864 0.610 0.598 0.98 
0.50 0.384 0.286 -0.313 -0.362 2.1081 0.738 0.746 1.01 

Once again, the location of dipole B401 is well suited for the installation of the fast 

camera, even though the largest centroid excursions occur in separate snapshots. The 

largest positive excursions occur.on turn 1 while the largest negative motions are on tum 

4 (for a positive positional error at injection). Figures 10 and 11 are simulations of a posi

tional mis-steering error at injection. A large error was chosen again so that the beam 

motion is obvious in the simulations. The pulse-to-pulse stability of the injected beam, 

coupled with the stability between shots of the fast camera, allow the opportunity to 

observe and calculate the quality factor for various conditions of mis-steering. 
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Figure 10: Exposure 1: positional mis-steering, y = -0.50 mm 

The equations used to calculate the theoretical emittance growth factor are flrst order 

approximations, and are thus valid for small deviations from the ideal. This fact showed 

up for angular errors greater than 0.04 mr and position errors greater than 0.40 mm. Even 

so, the theoretical centroid motion is only 7% less than the observable motion for the 
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angular error of 0.10 mr. Based on all of the above comparisons, the installation of a 

synchrotron light monitor at dipole B401 is useful for diagnosing the quality factor of the 

injected beam. 
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Figure 11: Exposure 2: positional mis-steering, y = -0.50 mm 



Chapter 3. The FAST CAMERA 

3.1 The Silicon Intensified Target (SIT) Vidicon Camera 

The heart of the fast camera itself is an RCA 4804/H/P6 Silicon Intensified Target 

(SIT) camera tube which is designed for use in very-low light level surveillance TV 

systems. The camera body is designated a TC1030/H, which is made up of all the power 

supplies and scanning circuitry necessary to implement the camera tube directly into an 

RS-170 video system14• 

Light enters the SIT tube through an array of fiber optic strands, the fiber optic face

plate, as shown in Figure 12. The flat scene image which is incident on the tube is 

projected onto the curved photoemissive cathode. This projection results in geometric 

distortions on the order of 2% and a ftxed shading of the comers of the image with respect 

to the center of about 17%. (The shading can be compensated for by multiplying the 

stored digital image by a mask which corrects the brightness on a pixel-by-pixel basis 

according to the pixel location in the image.) The light striking the cathode causes the 

emission of photoelectrons, which are accelerated toward the anode, and focussed by the 

focussing grids. When these high velocity photoelectrons strike the silicon diode target 

array, hole-electron pairs are liberated, and a charge pattern of the image is stored. 

For standard or continuous operation, the photocathode and focussing grids are at the 

same high negative potential, EHv, of -8 to -9 kilovolts. In this mode of operation, light 

falling on the faceplate continually causes an image to be formed on the silicon diode 

target. This image is scanned off the target array at a rate of 30 times per second by the 

camera body assembly. 
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The /H/P6 configuration of the SIT tube also allows the option of operating the camera 

in a pulsed mode. In this mode of operation, the camera functions normally when the 

photocathode (or gate) and focussing (or HV) grids are at the same negative potential, 

E HV· By changing the potential of the gate so that it is 1 kV above the HV grid, (E gate= 

EHv + 1 kilovolts), the photoelectron beam from the photocathode is prevented from 

reaching the silicon diode target array. Therefore, even though the target array is contin

ually scanned at 30 Hz, there is no image produced. The camera is effectively turned off. 

The camera can be turned on (off) as fast as the gate can be biased to the HV grid potential 

(1 kV above the HV grid). The high speed gate pulse is generated using a high voltage 

modulator. 

3.2 High Voltage Modulators 

A modulator is a device which generates a pulsed rather than a continuous output 

waveform15, as in Figure 13. 

-

- -
0 .. ------------------------------------~~ TIME 

Figure 13: Typical modulator output 
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The simplest model of a modulator is simply a switch and a DC power supply 

connected to a load, RL, as in Figure 14 .. 

-
s 

VDc • ~ -
-~ 

Figure 14: Generic modulator (hard tube style) 

When the switch, S, is closed, the DC voltage, V DC, is applied to the load, RL· When 

the switch is opened, the voltage across RL drops to zero. This is essentially how a hard 

tube modulator works. A typical hard tube and its configuration in a simple modulator 

can be seen in Figures 15 and 16. 
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Figure 15: Generic hard tube 
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Figure 16: Generic hard tube modulator 
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3.2.1 Hard Tube Modulators 

The main difference between the simplified modulator and an actual hard tube modu-

lator is that in practice, it is difficult to open the switch, or stop the current through the 

tube. For that reason, the hard tube modulator usually contains a pulse forming network, 

or PFN, rather than just a simple DC power supply (Figure 17). 

HARD TUBE 

PFN 

L 

PFN 

Figure 17: Hard tube modulator with PFN 
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The purpose of the PFN is to store the amount of energy necessary to produce the desired 

voltage and current pulse shape and duration across and through the load. After the PFN 

is discharged into the load, the tube has no current through it, and can easily be opened or 

turned off. The PFN is then slowly driven up to the potential of the DC power supply and 

is fired into the load on the next gate pulse. The PFN provides a low impedance output 

and is biased by a high impedance input. 

The problems involved with using a hard tube modulator are: 

- each tube requires a floating filament power supply. 

- the gate drive circuitry can be quite elaborate. 

This leads to a fairly large, bulky modulator with various floating ground planes or hot 

decks, which have to be insulated and isolated from each other and from true ground. 

3.2.2 Solid State Modulators 

In general, solid state modulators are configured different from hard tube modulators. 

A simple model of a solid state modulator, such as a field effect transistor, or PET, is a 

switch connected across a load (Figure 18). By closing the switch, the voltage across the 

load is zero. 

RsouRcE 

s 

Figure 18: Generic modulator (PET style) 
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A simple FET modulator can be set up as a class A amplifier, with the output capac

itively coupled to the load to limit power dissipation (Figure 19). 

GATE 

-
Figure 19: Class A FET modulator 

In this configuration, when the FET is turned on, a pulse of amplitude -V DC appears at the 

load. The width of the pulse depends on the width of the gate pulse applied to the FET; 

thus the FET easily produces different widths of output pulses. 

The constraints on using a FET modulator are: 

- FET' s are limited in voltage and power rating. 

- the output of the modulator is coupled via a capacitor or transformer. 

On the other hand, the width of the gate pulse controls the width of the modulator output 

pulse subject to the power rating of the FET, and FET' s can be turned on or off hard, thus 

they are ideal in certain switching applications25• 
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3.2.3 Fast Camera Modulator Requirements 

The fast camera requires a symmetric gate, or on, pulse with an amplitude of 1000 

volts and a duration adjustable from about 360 ns up to about 1.44 JlS (in order to capture 

from 1 to 4 turns of the circulating beam). This pulse needs very fast rise and fall times 

to minimize the defocussing effects while the camera is being turned on or off. In addi

tion, the camera tends to be defocussed by a pulse which droops while the camera is on, . 

or by a pulse which has a significant amount of ripple or noise on it (Figure 20). 

CAMERA --· EHv+lOOO ----OFF [VOLTS] 

- ... - -

CAMERA ---
ON 

Figure 20: Fast Camera gate pulse 

The initial design goals for the fast camera modulator prototype were: 

- fast and symmetric rise and fall times of about 10-15 ns. 

- amplitude of 1000 volts. 

- minimal voltage droop (less than 1% ). 

- very little ripple (less than 2%). 

- pulse width adjustable from 360 ns to 1.44 JlS, (to capture from 1 to 4 turns of 
beam in the ring). 
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3.2.4 Fast Camera Modulator 

The hard tube modulator was not considered very seriously because of the difficulty 

in adjusting pulse widths using PFN' s and also because it was best to keep the modulator 

prototype as small and compact as possible. For these reasons, a FET based modulator 

was desirable. At the time when tests on the modulator began, reasonably fast, good 

quality 1000 Volt PET's were available. By the time the prototype was tested, slightly 

faster, better quality 1000 Volt FET' s became available, which should improve the perfor

mance of the existing modulator. 

The FET modulator prototype was chosen based on the spatial constraints placed on 

the modulator design and the capabilities of available FET' s. The limitations on the speed 

of the output pulse of a FET modulator is the speed at which the FET gate can be driven 

to about + 7V with respect to the source. The turn on time of a FET is defined as the time 

in which V GS, the gate-to-source voltage, goes from 2V to 7V. At about 2V, the FET is 

just starting to turn on; at about 7V, the FET is almost fully on. To attain the fastest and 

most symmetric output pulse, it is desirable to tum the FET on hard and also tum it off 

hard. The FET is turned on hard by charging the gate capacitance until V GS is approxi

mately 12 volts. If V GS is greater than 12V, it just takes longer to turn the FET off; it is 

fully on with V GS = 12 volts. The FET is turned off hard by by bringing V GS to zero. 

This is accomplished by discharging the gate capacitance through a low impedance to 

ground. 

The gate drive circuit was based on a 7 5451 Dual Driver which consisted of a pair of 

NAND gates driving bipolar transistors capable of sinking 200 mA of current each. By 

paralleling the inputs and outputs, a TIL gate pulse could control a 400 mA (peak) output 

pulse. The output transistors were connected to a +15 volt power supply by a 38 ohm 

series resistance, R8 to provide the first stage of the gate drive circuit (Figure 21). Since 
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the gate capacitance of the high voltage FET was about 1600 pF, an RC time constant of 

60 ns limited the tum on speed of the FET. Other schemes, such as a Schmidt trigger 

driving a fast buffer, were looked at, with little or no improvement in speed. 

+15V DRAIN 

VouT 

75451 

SOURCE 

-
Figure 21: Initial FET modulator prototype 

The greatest improvement came by using a small, fast FET (an IRFD110) in a source 

follower configuration to drive the high voltage FET, and the 7 5451 to drive the source 

follower. In this configuration, the 75451 output was boosted to 20 volts, and a series 

resistance of 50 ohms was used so that the current rating of the driver would not be 

exceeded. The resulting output pulse from the IRFD110 was a fast 13 volt pulse. By 

using a shunt resistance, R, of 4 ohms, the tum-off time constant of the high voltage FET 

was less than 10 ns, which was faster than the intrinsic off time of the FET, and the tum-
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on time was the rise-time of the source follower, about 10-15 ns, also faster than the 

intrinsic rise-time of the high voltage PET. The schematic for the finalized version of the 

FET modulator prototype is found in Figure 22. 

+20V DRAIN 

VouT 

75451 

SOURCE 

-
Figure 22: Final PET modulator schematic 

This setup provided an excellent gate drive for the modulator. The 7 5451 was driven by 

a Tektronix Type 115 pulse generator which provided 5 volt, 10 ns rise and fall times and 

pulsewidths from 50 ns to tOO's of microseconds. 

The output of the modulator was to be coupled to the camera gate to drive the gate 

from -8 to -9 kilovolts for the duration of the snapshot. Thus, the modulator was to be 

isolated from the high voltage of the camera anode and gate. Initially, tests were 

performed with a single stage Class A FET amplifier capacitively coupled to the load for 
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the high voltage isolation (Figure 23). The output pulse was very asymmetric in rise and 

fall times, probably because of the quality of the coupling capacitor used. An extremely 

good quality feed through or pulse capacitor was necessary in order to make this config-

uration work. 

+1000 Volts 

RsouRCE 

OUTPUT 

PET 

-

FEED-THROUGH 

rcAPACITOR 

---CoATE 

-HV 

Figure 23: Capacitive coupling 
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A 1:1 pulse transformer was tried next to get the necessary isolation and rise-times, as 

seen in Figure 24. 

+1000 Volts 

OUTPUT 
PET 

-

PULSE TRANSFORMER -HV 

Figure 24: Transformer coupling 

A PE 5256 pulse transformer was connected to a FET and a dummy load placed on the 

output. Good rise-times and fall-times were observed, as well as other desirable pulse 

characteristics, such as flatness and stability. The transformer did not perform adequately 

up to 1000 volts; at about 700 volts the transformer began to saturate and pulse quality 

suffered. The principle of using a pulse transformer to couple the modulator to the camera 

was chosen based on the good results obtained in the initial prototype setups. Due to high 

costs and long delivery times of custom commercial pulse transformers, various trans

former designs were looked at, built, and tested in an effort to satisfy the requirements of 

the fast camera. 
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3.3 Pulse Transformers 

3.3.1 Conventional Transformers 

A conventional transformer, or autotransformer, transmits energy from the input to the 

output via flux linkage from the primary to the secondary winding. The flux linkage is 

usually enhanced using some type of core material to increase the permeability, and hence 

the coupling, between the primary and secondary windings. One problem with using 

autotransformers for high frequency applications is that resonances can exist due to the 

inter-winding capacitance and stray inductance. There is also the problem with decreased 

permeability of the core materials at high frequencies. On the other hand, autotrans

formers are very good for providing high voltage isolation. This is done by physically 

separating the primary and secondary with an insulator such as nylon, teflon, or oil. 

Conventional transformers have been built with wide bandwidths (on the order of 200 

MHz) using innovative winding techniques and materials with very high magnetic effi

ciency. These transformers are very costly and generally are custom built to suit partic

ular high power and high speed applications. 

3.3.2 Transmission Line Transformers 

Contrary to conventional transformers, a transmission line transformer couples the 

energy from the input to the output by a transverse transmission line mode16-21 . The 

problems inherent to winding a conventional transformer, such as stray inductance and 

inter-winding capacitance, are effectively absorbed along the length of the transmission 

line into its characteristic impedance. The transmission line transformer therefore does 

not have the high frequency resonances typical of conventional transformers, and has a 

bandwidth limited by the quality and losses of the cable, the length of the cable, and the 

winding configuration. The drawback of a transmission line transformer is that the high 

voltage isolation between the primary and the secondary is provided by the dielectric insu

lation of the transmission line. In order to have an isolation of 10 kilovolts, a heavy, stiff 

cable, like RG-8, must be used. Winding a stiff cable into a compact transformer is diffi-
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cult, but can be done for certain configurations of windings .. The low frequency response 

of the transmission line transformer is enhanced by surrounding the windings with a 

ferrite material, for example, to support autotransformer coupling at low frequencies. 

Tests have shown that care in choosing the ferrites results in enhanced transformer action 

at the high frequency end as well (Figure 25). 
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Transmission Line -~"'" 
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Frequency [MHz] 

Figure 25: Transformer performance comparisons 

3.3.3 Design Constraints for the Transformer 

According to the data sheets, the FET's used for the initial prototype tests had a rise-

time of 40-60 ns and a fall-time of 60-80 ns. Measurements with the components gave 

slightly faster responses, with a rise-time of 30 ns and a fall-time of 40-50 ns. Based on 
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the performance of these devices, there was no reason to build a transformer with a better 

high frequency response than the ability to handle a 30 ns rise-time. The low frequency 

response of the transformer was determined by the maximum necessary pulsewidth to be 

coupled to the camera. As stated earlier, the camera required a fast 1000 volt pulse with 

a width from 360 ns to 1.44 )J.S. 

The response of a device to a pulsed input can be characterized by its response to the 

Fourier components of that pulse waveform. Therefore, a Fourier transform was 

performed for a 1.44 )ls square wave. The widest pulse necessary was chosen because it 

contained both the lowest frequency of the waveform (the 1/1.44 ).J.s-1 fundamental) and 

the highest frequency components (which produce the fast rise and fall times). The 

Fourier transform was set up as a sine series and allowed to run with an increasing number 

of terms until the rise-time of the pulse decreased to the desired value of 30 ns. 
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The program showed that a rise-time of 25 nanoseconds was available from a trans-

former with a 34 MHz bandwidth (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26: Fourier transform of a square pulse 

In general, a pulse transformer can be designed to handle a frequency component 

which is the reciprocal of its rise-time or fall-time. The minimum frequency component 

the transformer was to accommodate was 700kHz corresponding to the maximum pulse 

width22. A wide variety of ferrites was not available to the author at the prototyping stage 

of the pulse transformer, so a design configuration was chosen as much out of necessity 

as suitability. 
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The ferrites available were composed of a 100 MHz material, and were toroidal, 1.0 

inches high, 1 inch inside diameter and 1.5 inches outside diameter. This allowed for 3 

turns of RG-8 cable to be wound fairly easily through the ferrite toroid. The ferrites were 

laid out in a donut configuration so that the cable was as completely enshrouded by the 

ferrite as possible. By experimenting with the number of ferrites and number of turns, a 

compact design using 8 ferrite toroids and three turns of RG-8 cable was chosen. A pulse 

width of 1 J..LS was available, and was sufficient to provide a proof-of-principle of the fast 

camera. Simulations showed that the first and second beam spots were separated horizon

tally, while the third and fourth fell on top of them. Therefore, it seemed unnecessary to 

be able to capture more than two turns (720 ns) with a single snapshot. 

3.4 Fast Camera Resolution 

As previously mentioned, a theoretical camera resolution of 100 to 150 microns is 

necessary to diagnose beam mis-steering and half that resolving power (200-300 microns 

resolution) is necessary to diagnose beam mismatch in the vertical plane in order to keep 

the vertical emittance growth of the extracted beam to less than 20%. This had to be 

accomplished with a silicon diode target array 512x480 pixels, with dimensions 12.8 mm 

by 9.6 mm, or each pixel being 2.5 x 2.0 microns. Therefore, the resolution limit in which 

one pixel = 100 microns would give a field of view of about 50 mm by 50 mm. Based on 

these constraints, the physical size of the camera target array limits the field ofview at the 

position of the synchrotron radiation to less than 50 mm by 50 mm. 

On the other hand, the maximum possible resolving power of the system will be 

limited by the size and definition of the beam itself, the diffraction limitations of the point 

source of synchrotron radiation, and the resolving power of the optics. In addition, hori

zontal excursions on the order of 5 mm occur in dipole B40 1 when the ring is set up for 

resonant extraction, and missteering in the injection line can result in vertical motion on 

the order of 5 mm as well. Therefore, since diffraction and depth of field limitations on 
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the resolution are about 60 microns, going beyond a few pixels per 60 J.lm would be point

less. Choosing an arbitrary size of 25 J.lm per pixel gives a field of view of about 12.8 mm 

by 12.0 mm, which will easily encompass all beam excursions when the camera is aligned 

with the closed orbit in the center of the field of view. These constraints led to a choice 

of optics for the fast camera with the following requirements: 

- field of view to be not less than 1 square em. 

- minimum resolution of 100 microns. 

- maximum necessary or usable resolution of about 25 microns. 

In order to try to meet these requirements, an attempt was made to keep the camera as 

close as possible to the source of synchrotron light, yet mounted in such a fashion that it 

could easily be aligned and adjusted in its prototype stages. It was decided to mount the 

fast camera and its electronics above the plane of the ring and inside the bend region to 

minimize the direct radiation due to beam spill, et cetera. Thus, the fast camera and its 

supporting electronics were hung adjacent to each other from the ceiling. This allowed 

the camera lens to be a minimum distance of about 2.84 meters from the center of dipole 

magnet B401. The light was routed to the camera using a pair of 45 degree front silvered 

mirrors. Both bends were orthogonal to the xyz axes so that excursions in the horizontal 

and vertical planes were not coupled, although they were exchanged. Rather than trying 

to mount the camera on its side, the images obtained were re-oriented, using software, 

after they had been digitized and stored. Computer programs used for various image 

processing tasks are listed in Appendix A. 

Bench tests with a variety of lenses suggested a high quality, high power photographic 

lens with a macro tube assembly would produce a small field of view at the required 

distance of2.8 meters with sufficient resolving power. In order to perform a proof of prin

ciple, a Pentax 300mm f4lens was used with an Optex 2X teleconverter and 36 em of 
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macro tubes. At this high magnification, the depth of field was very shallow, so a step

ping-motor was installed on the lens to remotely fine tune the focus of the camera. With 

this setup, the field of view was about 10 mm by 10 mm at a distance of 2.8 meters. 

A rigorous measurement of the resolution was not made; instead, a mask of aluminum 

foil was produced with seven 100 J.Lm diameter holes, spaced approximately 1 mm apart. 

This mask was placed in front of a bright light source at a distance of 2.84 meters from 

the fast camera. The resulting digitized picture was extremely clear, which led us to 

conclude that further tests of the camera resolution would not be necessary. 

3.5 The FG-100-Q Video Digitizer 

The video signal produced by the fast camera had to be manipulated so that informa-

tion about the circulating electron beam could be obtained analytically as well as visually. 

The most advantageous method of setting the video signal up for analysis was to digitize 

and store the image. This was accomplished with an FG-100-Q Video Digitizer from 

Imaging Technology Inc.23 The FG-100-Q was mounted in a Micro-PDP 11n3 host 

computer. When running with the appropriate software, the digitizer performed real time 

digital image processing, such as image averaging and image subtraction. Algorithms 

were run on the stored image which brightened the beam spot, subtracted the background 

noise, set the background to a common intensity, and histogrammed the beam spot in the 

X and Y planes. The centroid positions and beam extents were calculated from these 

histograms. A discussion of these programs and their uses is found in Section 4.3. 

3.5.1 Operation of the Video Digitizer 

A standard video source produces an analog signal which contains information about 

the image. The analog signal is processed by the video digitizer which converts it to a 

digital signal on a pixel-by-pixel basis. These digital pixels are then stored in frame 

memory with each pixel occupying one byte in memory. Once the image is stored in 

memory, it is accessed by the host computer to be displayed or processed. The digital 
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pixels are transformed back to an analog signal for display by appropriate circuitry in the 

FG-100 board. The pixels are 8 bit numbers, so any processing software simply treats the 

number as the intensity of the pixel at that location. 

The FG-100 video digitizer produces a standard RS-170 video output with interlaced 

raster scanning. The interlaced scanning provides full resolution by storing the horizontal 

scan as two fields, an even field and an odd field. The even field consists of all the even 

numbered scan lines (beginning with line zero), while the odd field consists of the odd 

numbered scan lines (beginning with line one). The two fields from a single image are 

stored in frame memory with the even field stored in even Y locations and the odd field 

stored in odd Y locations. In this manner, the digitizer properly merges the two fields in 

frame memory to allow easy manipulation of the image as a two dimensional array when 

performing processing on the host computer. 

The digitizer board is very versatile. Depending on the jumper connections on the 

board, it is possible to configure the digitizer to drive the video source with separate hori

zontal and vertical synchronization pulses (sync) or combined horizontal and vertical 

sync. The video digitizer is also configureable to accept separate sync, combined sync 

(Genlock), or combined sync mixed with the video signal. 

The ability of the FG-100 to display the image as it is being acquired allows the user 

to watch the video display and save only certain images. Since each full image is 240 kilo

bytes, this prevents the host computer memory from filling quickly. 

3.5.2 Synchronization to the Gun Pulse 

When a video signal is to be routed from one RS-170 video device to another, the 

scanning of the images has to be properly synchronized. Synchronization is accomplished 

by producing the horizontal and vertical sync signals with one of the devices, the master, 

and accepting the signals with the other device, the slave. Both the digitizer and camera 

are capable of performing in the master or slave mode of video synchronization. 
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The difficulty rested in synchronizing the linac gun pulse with both the camera and 

the digitizer. Several alternatives were available to solving the problem. One solution 

was to modify the synchronization board in the fast camera so that the image was scanned 

only after the gun had fired and the camera had taken a snapshot of the beam. This solu

tion was discarded because it was not desirable to modify the boards in the fast camera 

itself. Another possibility was to have the digitizer drive the camera sync and build some 

semi-smart electronics that would allow the digitizer to scan an image only after the gun 

and camera had fired. This scheme required hardware connections to the digitizer board. 

Since no schematic of the digitizer board was available at the time, this solution was also 

discarded. The method finally chosen to synchronize the camera and digitizer to the gun 

pulse required both the camera and digitizer to be run in slave mode, but did not require 

any internal modifications to either piece of electronics. The solution was to build an 

external sync generator capable of driving two 7 5 ohm RS-170 composite video inputs, 

and to implement it into the test setup, as shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27: Block diagram of fast camera test setup 
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The start-ofjrame of the composite video was synchronized to the gun pulse. The 

only drawback of the prototype was that the gun had to be run at 60Hz for the sync gener

ator to function properly. This constraint was deemed minor, as the fast camera was to be 

used for diagnostic purposes only, so the repetition rate of the gun did not matter. Even 

this relatively minor inconvenience was solvable by the addition of a computer driven 

pulser, run at 60 Hz, and synchronized to the gun when the gun was run at multiples of 

60Hz, as was usually the case. This pulser would be implemented later, after the fast 

camera had proven its effectiveness. 

3.S.2.a The RS-170 Video Sync Generator 

The RS-170 Video Sync Generator prototype was driven by a gun trigger which had 

a variable delay (from 0 to 20 JlS in 8 ns steps). The variable delay on the trigger allowed 

the camera gate to be moved to capture images of the required turns of the beam in the 

ring. The gun trigger was fed into an SN74LS221 monostable multivibrator which 

converted the 150 ns wide gun trigger into a symmetric square 60 Hz waveform. Figure 

28 is a block diagram of the video sync generator. 

The symmetric waveform switched the control input of a single pole double thiow 

CMOS switch, a CD4053. The CMOS switch converted the TIL square wave into a 10 

volt square wave that switched between +5 and -5 volts. The bipolar waveform was 

necessary to provide the 60 Hz line lock for the RCA sync generator IC, a CA3254. The 

RCA sync generator produced composite sync, which was buffered by a DS751141ine 

driver to give two isolated composite sync outputs for the camera and the digitizer. The 

trigger for the fast camera gate came from an SN74LS 109A JK flip flop which was used 

as a divide-by-two counter. It produced a 30 Hz signal from the 60 Hz gun trigger. The 

30 Hz trigger captured only every second beam pulse, which was not a problem due to the 

pulse to pulse stability of the linear accelerator. The scanning circuitry of the fast camera 

then sent the image to the digitizer at a rate of 30 times per second. 
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The images were then displayed in real time on a video monitor and specific images digi

tized and stored to be evaluated quantitatively off-line. 

3.6 Summary 

The support electronics built for the fast camera work well. The solid state modulator 

is small (about (30 cm)3 ) and fast (25 ns rise-times), with a 1000 volt output pulse capa

bility up to almost 1 Jl.S wide. The pulsewidth is easily adjusted, and the pulse to pulse 

stability of the modulator is good. The next stage of development was to test the fast 

camera extensively to see how well it performed when installed. 



Chapter 4. FAST CAMERA TESTS 

4.1 Bench Tests 

Bench tests were performed with the fast camera initially in the continuous mode of 

operation to get an idea of the best resolution that could be achieved. A square resolution 

chart with diagonal lines was constructed and used to align the picture of the camera. This 

was done by pointing the camera at the resolution mask and then squaring the camera 

image (as described in the service manual), digitizing it, and measuring the straight lines 

to find any geometric distortions. These tests were done with a 135 mm photographic lens 

using a resolution mask 15 em by 15 em with 1 em thick lines (Figure 29). 

15cm----~ 

lines are 1 em thick 

Figure 29: Square resolution mask 
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Next, several iterations were performed with combinations of lenses and macro tubes 

in an effort to find suitable optics for the camera. A position above and inside the pulse 

stretcher ring was chosen as a suitable location for the camera and modulator in order to 

keep them out of the direct radiation spray from the injection point, and yet as close as 

possible to the center of B40 1. The distance from the center of B40 1 to the front of the 

camera lens was 2.84 m. At this distance from the object point, the field of view had to be 

not more than 15 mm by 15 mm, and preferably less than this. With aPentax 300mm/f4 

telephoto lense, an Optex 2X teleconverter and 36 em of macro tubes, the field of view of 

the fast camera optics is about 10 mm by 10 mm at a distance of 2. 84 meters. This optical 

arrangement almost perfectly fulfills the physical size requirements of the camera system. 

A resolution mask designed for surveying purposes was used to test the actual camera 

optics resolution. The mask was circular with various line widths inside, and was very 

well resolved, with the narrowest lines and dots showing up clearly (Figures 30 and 31 ). 
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Figure 30: Surveying mask 
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Figure 31: Smallest line widths of surveying mask 

The resolving power achievable with a front lighted image might not be a good repre

sentation of the resolving power attainable using the synchrotron radiation. This is 

because the camera detects scattered photons from a front lighted image, while it detects 

highly directed, very intense photons from the synchrotron light. A mask was produced 

with seven 100 Jlm diameter holes about 1 mm apart and was illuminated from behind to 

represent a more realistic model of the synchrotron light image (Figure 32). 
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Figure 32: Back lighted resolution mask 

The image of the mask was extremely clear and well defined, so we were quite confi

dent the camera would be able to resolve images down to the diffraction and depth of field 

limits. As a final test of the operation of the camera observing an intense, well-collimated 

light source, a 0.95 mW Helium Neon laser was pointed directly into the camera and 

attenuated using several filters giving a transmission coefficient of 10-6. The image of the 

laser was also very well defined. These positive results motivated advancing to the next 

stage of tests. 
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The next step in evaluating the performance of the fast camera was to repeat most of 

the tests done previously, but to run the camera in the pulsed acquisition mode to look for 

any loss of resolving power. In the pulsed mode of operation, the images had to be 

strongly lit since the camera was on only for a fraction of the time. Because of the lighting 

requirement, most of the images were not as bright, and hence, not as clear as in the 

continuous acquisition tests. Even the image of the laser was marginally defocus sed due 

to the finite turn-on and turn-of! times of the fast camera. Pulsing the camera gave images 

that were in general a little bit fuzzy. This slight loss of image sharpness translates 

directly to a decrease in the resolving power of the system. 

4.2 Aligning the Fast Camera 

The use of high power optics initially created problems in aligning the camera on the 

stored electron beam, since the 1 cm2 field of view in the center of the dipole did not allow 

much room for error in mounting the camera and its optics. Ultimately, the following 

simple alignment procedure was devised. 

When the PSR dipole magnets were initially installed, a mount was constructed so 

that a laser beam could be aimed through the center of the dipole, tangential to the electron 

trajectory, for the purpose of aligning the mirrors used to route the synchrotron light out 

of the magnet. This system proved extremely valuable when mounting the camera. The 

laser was pointed through the magnet and the mirrors aligned so that the beam came out 

via two 90° bends orthogonal to the xyz axes of the synchrotron light. Orthogonal bends 

were chosen to prevent motions in the horizontal and vertical planes from being coupled 

in any way (although they were mirrored and reversed). The xyz axes of the synchrotron 

light were 22.5 ° from the initial and final beam directions, as seen in the plan view of 

Figure 33. An aluminum channel was mounted the proper height parallel to the horizontal 

laser beam, and the camera lens and camera were mounted in the channel. 
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Figure 33: Alignment setup for fast camera 
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Since it was almost impossible to direct the laser beam through the exact center of the 

lens, any motion of the lens steered the laser beam quite severely. Therefore, the camera 

and lens were roughly aligned so that the laser light fell on the target array of the camera, 

then the lens was fmnly mounted. The macro tubes were added by screwing them onto 

the camera and sliding the whole assembly toward the lens until contact was made. Then 

the macro tubes were threaded a couple of turns onto the lens to prevent room light from 

entering the camera. The alignment procedure was completed by observing the laser with 

the camera and fine tuning the lens and camera positions with shims. The closed orbit of 

the electron beam generally did not coincide with the laser position, so the camera was 

aligned in several iterations. With a little practice, the alignment procedure became 

routine, with each iteration taking less than ten minutes. 

4.3 Fast Camera Tests With Beam 

Once the fast camera had been extensively tested on the bench to the point where its 

operation was fairly well understood, it was aligned on the center of dipole B40 1 to 

perform a proof of principle. A crude filter arrangement was also in place, so, in the event 

that the synchrotron radiation was too intense, it could easily be attenuated by switching 

filters in front of the camera. As it turned out, no filters were required since a minimum 

injected beam current of about 30 rnA of 160 MeV beam was necessary to clearly see the 

synchrotron light. At lower currents, the beam spots from tum to tum became difficult to 

see on the television monitor. 

The camera gate was a delay signal triggered by the electron gun. The signal timing 

could be varied over a range of 20 JlS to facilitate the observation of any of the first 50 or 

so turns in the ring. The first tum was found simply by setting the camera gate width to 

350 ns and increasing the delay until the beam could be seen in the first dipole. To ensure 

that it was indeed the first turn being observed and not a subsequent tum, all the ring 

viewscreens were placed in the ring after B40 1 so that no circulating beam would survive 
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the first turn. If the beam spot still survived, it had to be the first turn, and it always existed 

at that delay setting thereafter (Figure 34). Other turns in the ring were observed by 

increasing the delay in increments of 360 ns, the circumference of the ring. 

Figure 34: Tum 1 - no enhancement, 360 ns shutter 
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The bright vertical streaks in Figure 34 are noise on the signal cables from the linac 

RF modulators firing. The noise is easily removed from the picture using software. 

Multiple turn snapshots were also taken to get an idea of the beam size and location from 

turn to tum (Figure 35). 

Figure 35: Exposure 1, Turns 1, 2, and 3 (from left to right); 
1 ~s shutter 

The first four turns of the beam were observed and stored separately so that they could 

easily be processed. 
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The ability to observe more than one turn at a time quickly proved valuable when 

improving the injection line steering and beam matching. Even if the turns are not sepa

rated horizontally, it would be valuable to observe as many as five turns at once for on-

line corrections to the injection line steering. 

Figure 36: Exposure 1, mismatched beam, no enhancement 
turn 1 on the left, turn 2 on the right 

Figure 36 shows a beam mismatched in both a. and ~, as does Figure 37. The larger differ-

ence in spot sizes for camera exposure 2 suggest a greater degree of mismatch in ~ than 

in a. 
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Turns one and two were saved as a single snapshot, as were turns three and four. 

Figures 36 to 39 show mismatched and mis-steered beam conditions for the first four turns 

of beam in the ring 

Figure 37: Exposure 2, mismatched~. 
turn 3 on the right, turn 4 on the left 
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Figure 38 is the first camera exposure of 720 ns for a beam that is mis-steered to a 

large degree in both position and angle, and is also mismatched to some degree. Again, 

turn 1 is on the left and tum 2 is on the right. 

Figure 38: Exposure 1, mis-steered beam, no enhancement 
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In Figure 39, the mismatch of the beam is far more obvious than the mis-steering. The 

fact that the beam can look like it is properly steered or matched on one exposure but not 

on the next is the reason four tum snapshot capability will be extremely useful for quick 

on-line corrections to the injected beam. 

Figure 39: Exposure 2, mis-steered beam, no enhancement. 

Turn 3 is on the right and turn 4 is on the left 
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Figure 40 is snapshot one for a beam which is matched and steered properly for 

normal operation of the ring. It is interesting to note that the beam matching and steering 

were acheived using the fast camera on line. 

Figure 40: Exposure 1, proper beam matching and steering 

When the camera was first aligned on B401 and beam was observed, the beam was 

both mismatched and mis-steered (Figures 36-39). The corrections to the mismatch and 

mis-steering conditions were performed while watching the video monitor and visually 
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aligning the beam spots while adjusting the appropriate controls. For most operating 

conditions, the on-line corrections using the fast camera will be enough, since the emit

tance growth factor can be kept below about 50% with these corrections. 

Figure 41: Exposure 2, proper beam matching and steering 

As shown in Figure 41, the beam is not yet matched or steered to the point where the fast 

camera is unable to detect any maladjusted conditions, but these corrections were done 

quickly and are a vast improvement over the previous running conditions. 
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It is only for the high resolution electron scattering experiments that off-line processing 

will be required to fully utilize the resolving power of the fast camera. 

4.3.1 Processing The Stored Images 

The unprocessed images showed up on the video monitor quite clearly, but were not 

as clear when displayed on the workstations or printed out on the laser printer. Therefore, 

several basic programs were written which enabled one to manipulate the stored images 

in order .to make their interpretation easier. Listings of all the programs are found in 

Appendix A. 

To quantitatively analyze the images, the intensity profiles were histogrammed in 

both the horizontal and vertical planes (xhistogram.c , yhistogram.c ). The beam extents 

and centroid were roughly estimated from the histograms (Figure 42). 
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Figure 42: Vertical histogram of Turn l,(Figure 44) 
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The white streaks that showed up on the images were just background noise, so they 

were erased and the background was set to a common gray value with another straightfor

ward program, enhance.c (Figure 43). 

Figure 43: Background smoothed for Turn 1 
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Then, the images were histogrammed and the beam extents and centroids were more 

precisely calculated (xcentroid.c, ycentroid.c). The beam spot can also be brightened 

using enhancer.c so that it shows up better when reproduced for hard copy (Figure 44 ). 

Figure 44: Beam spot enhanced, Turn 1 
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The centroid calculation was done before and after the spot was brightened, and 

exactly the same centroid location was obtained for both cases. From this, it was 

concluded that no information present in the stored image was lost by performing the 

image brightening or background scaling. The enhancements simply made the images 

easier to interpret and understand visually. 

4.4 Summary 
In general, the images of the beam in the ring showed up very well. The tests 

performed with the fast camera conclusively demonstrated the usefulness and versatility 

of such a beam monitoring system. While a low emittance beam has not been necessary 

for experiments to date, the tum-by-turn information available using the camera is very 

valuable as a general diagnostic tool when setting up the machine, and is useful when 

performing measurements of ring parameters as well. For example, the fast camera was 

used in conjunction with the harmonic tune kicke?7 to measure the horizontal and vertical 

tunes of the ring. This was accomplished by observing the damped beam with the fast 

camera while changing the frequency of the kicker. When the tune of the ring was 

reached, the damped electron· beam blew up and disappeared. The small field of view of 

the fast camera made this very obvious. 

Histograms of the frrst four turns after injection are seen in Figures 45 and 46. The 

full widths at half maximum intensity and centroids of the beam spots have been calcu

lated as well. The total intensity of each individual beam spot has not been normalized to 

any of the other spots, but turns 2 and 4 are very similar in area. 
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The beam mismatch and mis-steering is evident in the modulations of the beam 

extents and centroid locations in figures 45 and 46. These modulations are summarized 

in Figure 47. 
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The beam centroid positions are signified by the circular markers and the extents are given 

by the error bars. 



Chapter 5. RESULTS and CONCLUSIONS 
The principle of monitoring the electron beam in EROS on a tum-by-turn basis to 

prevent a vertical emittance growth of the extracted beam has been discussed. Theoretical 

discussions and simulations showed that a fast synchrotron light camera situated at dipole 

B401, the first bending magnet after injection, would be successful in diagnosing this 

problem. Due to the restricted space available in which to locate the fast camera and its 

support electronics, and the specific gate requirements of the fast camera, the gate modu

lator was a solid state design coupled to the camera by a transmission line pulse trans

former. The modulator and transformer were engineered in-house, and performed as 

specified in the definition of the camera gate requirements. 

A camera resolution of 100 to 150 J.lm was necessary to keep the vertical emittance 

growth, or quality factor, below 20% for most cases of injected beam. Theoreticallimi

~tions on the camera resolution due to diffraction and other effects led to a possible reso

lution of 44 to 71 J.lm. Although a rigorous resolution measurement was not made, tests 

with the camera indicated the goal of 100 J.lm was probably surpassed. The fast camera 

performed well when tested with beam and quickly allowed the user to perform on-line 

corrections to any beam mis-steering and mismatching conditions using only visual feed

back from a video monitor. The resolving power of the camera system will be fully 

utilized by digitizing and histogramming the stored images to compare beam extents and 

centroid locations when doing high resolution electron scattering experiments. 

The fast camera soon proved versatile in measuring the tune of the ring, since the high 

magnification readily showed the blow-up of the stored beam when the tune resonance 

was reached with the harmonic tune kicker. The camera was also useful when setting up 

the ring and for general diagnostic purposes while operating the accelerator. The success 

of the fast camera prototype warrants the permanent installation of such a non-inter

cepting beam position monitor. 
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A permanent monitor will possess several improvements over the prototype. It will 

have a much more elaborate set of supporting electronics which are run by the control 

computer, with automatic run-up circuits for the power supplies and a more user friendly 

operating procedure. Another worthwhile improvement would be to obtain a better 

computer for the digitizer, or a new digitizer altogether, so the stored images could be 

processed more easily. The current system involves transferring the images from the 

COW to SKA TTER (from a Micro-PDP 11n3 to the SUN mainframe), which takes about 

5 minutes per image, depending on how busy the computers are at the time. Other 

cameras may also be implemented at several locations in the ring lattice as well, which 

will allow more on-line parameter measurements. 

In conclusion, the fast camera performed as per its design specifications. The solid 

state modulator design worked well. It provided a gate pulse for the fast camera which 

was readily adjustable in width according to the number of turns to be observed. The 

pulse was also easily delayed in time so any subsequent turn after injection could be 

observed. The fast rise time and fall time of the pulse (of only about 25 ns) caused 

minimal defocussing of the image. Experience gained in building the modulator has led 

to the development and implementation of many high voltage pulse monitoring systems 

and pulse transformers in other modulators at the accelerator. The effectiveness of the 

prototype in observing vertical mismatch and mis-steering conditions justifies the devel

opment of an improved fast camera beam profile monitoring system. 
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APPENDIX A - Computer Codes 



#include <Stdio.h> 
#defme XSIZE480 
#defme YSIZE512 
#defme PICSIZE 512 * 480 
#defme xmin 93 
#defme xmax 132 
#defme -Ymin 330 
#defme ymax 490 

enhance.c 

unsigned char Pic[XSIZE][YSIZE]; 

mainO 
( 
static char *hextab = "0123456789ABCDEF"; 
register n; 
registerm; 
int average; 

average = 21; 

if( read( 0, Pic, sizeofPic) != sizeofPic) 
( 
fprintf( stderr, "Can'tread input data (supposed to be %d bytes)\n", PICSIZE); 
exit( 1); 
} 
for( m = 0; m < XSIZE; m++) 
for(n = 0; n < YSIZE; n++) 
( 
if( m < xmin II m > xmax II n < ymin II n > ymax) 
Pic[m][n] =average; 
} 
if( write( 1, Pic, sizeofPic) != sizeofPic) 
( 
fprintf( stderr, "Can't write data (supposed to be %d bytes)\n", sizeofPic); 
exit( 1); 
} 
fprintf( stderr, "Image has been enhanced\n"); 
exit( 0); 
} 
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This program, enhance.c, takes the digitized image file and sets the background to a 

common gray level, but does not enhance the beam spot brightness. 



#include <stdio.h> 
#defme XSIZE480 
#defme YSIZE512 
#defme PICSIZE 512 * 480 
#defme xmin 93 
#define xmax 132 
#define ymin 330 
#defme ymax 490 

enhancer.c 

unsigned char Pic[XSIZE][YSIZE]; 

mainQ 
( 
static char *hextab = "0123456789ABCDEF'; 
register n; 
registerm; 
int average; 

average = 21; 

if( read( 0, Pic, sizeofPic) != sizeofPic) 
( 
fprintf( stderr, "Can't read input data (supposed to be %d bytes)\n", PICSIZE); 
exit( 1); 
) 

for( m = 0; m < XSIZE; m++) 
for(n = 0; n < YSIZE; n++) 
( 
if( m < xmin II m > xmax II n < ymin II n> ymax) 
Pic[m][n] =average; 
else if(Pic[m][n] > 50) 
Pic[m][n] = 255; 
) 
if( write( 1, Pic, sizeofPic) != sizeofPic) 
( 
fprintf( stderr, "Can't write data (supposed to be %d bytes)\n", sizeofPic); 
exit( 1); 
) 
fprintf( stderr, "Image has been enhanced\n"); 
exit( 0); 
) 
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The program enhancer.c performs the same function as enhance.c, but it also 

brightens the beam spot. 



#include <stdio.h> 
#defme XSIZE480 
#defme YSIZE512 
#defmePICSIZE 512 * 480 

yhistogram.c 

unsigned char Pic[XSIZE][YSIZE]; 

mainO 
{ 
static char *hextab = "0123456789ABCDEF"; 
register x; 
register y; 
int average; 
int histogram[YSIZE]; 

average= 0; 

if( read( 0, Pic, sizeofPic) != sizeofPic) 
{ 
fprintf( stderr, "Can't read input data (supposed to be %d bytes)\n", PICSIZE); 
exit( 1); 
} 
for( y = 0; y < YSIZE; y++) 
{ 
histogram[y] = 0; 

for( x = 0; x < XSIZE; x++) 
{ 

histogram[y] = histogram[y] + Pic[x][y]; 
average= average+ Pic[x][y]; 
} 
fprintf( stdout, "%d %d\n", y, histogram[y]); 
.) 
average = average I (XSIZE * YSIZE); 
fprintf( stderr, "Average Intensity is %d\n", average); 
exit( 0); 
} 
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This program takes the raw image file and histograms it in the y-plane. It also calcu

lates the average intensity of the image. The output file from yhistogram.c is plotted as 

the vertical intensity profile of the beam spot. 



#include <Stdio.h> 

#defme histsize 512 * 2 
#defme background 10752 
#define ysize 512 

mainO 
( 
extern char *gets Q; 
int hist[ysize][2]; 
int totalint; 
intmiddle; 
int centroid; 
int width; 
registery; 
char str[256]; 

y=O; 
while (gets (str) !=NULL) ( 

ycentroid.c 

sscanf (str, "%d %d", &hist[y] [0], &hist[y] [I]); 
y++; 
) 
totalint = 0; 
middle= 0; 
width= 0; 

for( y = 0; y < ysize; y++) 
if (hist[y] [1] > background) 
( 
totalint = totalint + hist[y][l]; 
middle= middle+ hist[y][l] * y; 
if (hist[y][l] > 17500) 
( 
width+= 1; 
) 
) 
centroid = middle I totalint; 

fprintf( stderr, "Centroid is at pixel number %d\n", centroid); 
fprintf( stderr, "Height is %d pixels'fl", width); 
exit(O); 
) 
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The program ycentroid.c takes the vertical intensity profile and calculates the beam 

centroid location and beam extents. 



#include <stdio.h> 
#include<math.h> 
#defme PULSEWIDTH 1.44e-6 
#defme INTERVAL 2000 
#defme PI 3.1415926536 
#defme NANO 1e-9 

main (argc, argv) 

int argc; 
char **argv; 

( 
extern double sinO; 
double pulse; 
double b; 
double temp; 
double dummy; 
doublet; 
register x; 
register n; 
long nterms, interval; 
int maxterms; 

if (argc != 3) ( 

square.c 

fprintf (stderr, "Usage: %s maxterms interval\n.", *argv); 
exit (-1); 
} 
maxterms = atoi (*++argv); 
interval= atoi (*++argv); 

for( x=1; x <interval; x += 10) ( 
pulse= 0; 
for(n=1 ; n <= maxterms ; n+= 2) ( 
t = (double)(NANO * x); 
temp= (double)(n * PI* t I PULSEWIDTH); 
dummy= sin( temp); 
b = (double)( 2000 I ( n *PI)); 
ywse += (b * dummy); 

pulse += 500; 
fprintf( stdout, "%d %lt\n", x, pulse); 
} 
} 
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The program square .c was used to create the plots of the fourier transform of the 1000 

volt 1.44 Jl.S pulse. 
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